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Name Presentation Content Other Rank Speaker points Presentation Content Other Rank Speaker points Rank
Day 1 Kumela
Rockbower Try not to be on your phone while in session 2 Rahman
Holt 3 Anderson
Abraham Try to stand still while speaking; it is more professional to not have your hands in your pockets while speakingIf a representative is not responding DO NOT RESCEND YOUR TIME! It looks bad. Prompt them! Ask: Representative, are you going to answer my question? Try not to yell at people during questions4 I like the inflection that you use. Again work on not mocing while speaking 4 4 Abraham
Rahman Try not to overuse hand gestures! Eye contact with your judge is extremely effective. You have a very easy-to-follow speaking style. Your conclusion was a little shaky and seemed to be extemped (on-the-spot). Make sure to know what you are going to say beforehand!5 Try to research more on this topic more. During questioning you seemed to be struggling4 5 May
Kumela If you do not know a word like: Psychedelic, search it up! Try not to have your hands on the desk. Keep them torso-level. It allows for much more impactful hand gestures! Good job keeping your cool during questioning. I do like your questions. A lot of questions which is fine for this round. Just be careful because you will screw up your presidence if you question TOO much5 Try to increase the inflection in your voice 4 6 Davis
Krecji Write down your questions! 7 Krejici
Davis Make sure to keep your hands out of your pockets! Additionally it is a little hard to hear you! Even if you are not confident, fake it until you make it!! It is effective to use inflection in your voice! Practice giving your speech before actually giving it in round! 4 4 8 Holt
Anderson Speak louder please! I understand. Online changed the volume we use when speaking!REBUTTAL! THANK YOU!! Make sure you have everything in front of you when going up. I really like your questions. Try to keep your hands out of your pockets. It is way more professional that way4 9 Day

10 Rockbower
May Docket Nominations: nominations do not need a secondMake sure to write down the docket nomination when the representative is giving itIf you do not know someone's name, askCount voting You might need a better method of keeping track of what speech everyone is on



Zhang Decent POing, gaveling can be louder. 6
Gudi Excellent progression from the pauses from the previous tournament 6

Braaten

Good explanation to hook. Very good background, could slow down. Decent anecdotal 
evidence. I'd like to see a better analysis of impacts and possible future economic 
changes where possible. Good handling of aggressive questioning. 6

Snyder Decent hook. Good stats, but I'd like to see more impacts than just numbers. 6
Cheng
McGough
Sheahan Good projection, fluidity could use some work 6
Rachbauer Good appeals directly to the chamber instead of just data. 6

Thakore
Interesting hook. Bill is too vague; the bill does not need to create regulations, that would 
be future legislation. 6

McDonald Very good projection and vocal support. 6
Brock Very good statistics and data. I'd like to see more emphasis on your impacts. 6
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